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Abstract: This single-case study reports about the early lessons learnt from an ongoing exercise of public data 
disclosure and utilization in the City of Milan, run under the umbrella of a EU funded project. An urban living lab 
is being conceived of and activated by the initiative of Politecnico di Milano and with the involvement of both 
local government and civil society actors on a peer level. The global aim of the lab is to identify and promote 
meaningful value chains for the opening of Municipality datasets, keeping an eye on both economic and societal 
value creation, thus addressing some of the known limitations of the first wave of data disclosure policies 
worldwide. Instrumentally, the organization of challenge driven Hackathon events - with a pre-hack and a post-
hack phase added to each - helps finalize actions and mobilize resources. However, beneath the surface of an 
apparently non-controversial initiative, several currents and eddies are observed and worth noting, which we 
suspect are recurrent in similar cases. In this paper, we particularly focus on three of them, using the theoretical 
lens of psycho social and behavioural analysis: the influence of political culture on the management of public 
goods; the aims and motivations of involved stakeholders guided by different interests and competencies; and 
the role of third party advocacy groups (or policy entrepreneurs), some of them driven by enduring visions and 
principles in procuring sustainable innovation of City open data policies.   
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1. Introduction 
Local government is one of the key actors of public sector information disclosure worldwide. Approximately one 
third (or 800+) of the 2700+ open data portals from all over the world listed in the OpenDataSoft dataset (2017) 
belong to local government bodies - either city or county or district level, thus without considering the regional 
or state level portals, which very often also host datasets of local origin (e.g. from smaller sized public agencies 
or municipalities).  
The rationale of this phenomenon is straightforward, as historically, in the most developed countries, but also 
instrumentally, as a commonly practised institution building approach in the emerging countries (World Bank, 
2017), political and administrative decentralisation is established as the key form of governance, implying a 
division and distribution of power, authority, responsibility and financial resources between the centre and the 
periphery, so that public functions are managed and public services are delivered in the closest possible site to 
the ultimate beneficiaries of government action – the citizens.  
Therefore, local government organisations handle massive amounts of data and information on a daily basis, in 
the context of their institutional duties, and the discourse on whether and how this huge wealth of knowledge 
should and could be opened up to a broader audience is extremely relevant for them. Notably, such discourse 
becomes even more relevant if we consider that a growing share of local government functions and services is 
actually co-produced with and by the citizens (Verschuerre et al., 2012), who are thus even more entitled to feel 
and act as the real owners, not just the passive, one time users, of the data produced or augmented in the course 
of the process.  
However, like in many other known examples of participatory policy making and public service collaborative 
design (Holmes, 2011), citizen involvement in Open Data has been debated or attempted, but too infrequently 
realised, even at local government level. 
For instance, the closed EU-funded “Citadel… On the move” project (Marsh et al., 2015) successfully extended 
the scope of Open Data from city portals to all the actors in a (Smart City) community. A shared and collective 
space, the Open Data Commons, designed as a mixed socio-technical platform showing eco-systemic features, 
acted as an open and public collection of tools and services that users could navigate, acquire/adopt, and 
populate as they wished. The specific expression used to name the platform, “Commons”, reflected the idea 
that Open Data should be considered as a common good, in a public sphere whose stewardship is to the benefit 
of both public and private stakeholders, as well as individual citizens. Another notable component of the 
“Citadel…on the move” project vision was the requirement that Open Data based applications should be 
unbundled from the datasets, with each app accessing the required information source only when needed, for 
example via a remote server located somewhere on the Internet. By so doing, and thanks to the provision, in 



 
 

the context of the project, of a number of freely reusable application templates and particularly of an “app 
generator” service, every citizen could be empowered to become an app developer, even without special IT 
knowledge or immediate business purposes, but simply using the development facilities and the city datasets 
available on the Open Data Commons.  
Another EU funded project, “Open4Citizens” (henceforth O4C; see also Open4Citizens, 2017), which is now in 
its second year, aims to reduce the gap between the opportunities offered by Open Data and the citizens’ 
capacities to imagine new ways of exploiting them. To that purpose, O4C involves citizens in activities of public 
policy and service co-design (or re-design) using Open Data within hackathon-like processes, where the 
hackathon concept has been reframed to become more comfortable and inclusive for non-IT experts. One of 
the main goals of the project it to make the idea of Open Data as Commons an operational truth in the five city 
pilots of Barcelona, Copenhagen, Karlstad, Milan and Rotterdam. To do this, the project, among other things, 
has developed a more elaborated concept of hackathon, which is structured in three main phases: a pre-hack, 
a hack event and a post-hack phase. Another key expected outcome of O4C will be the permanent 
establishment, in each pilot city, of an Urban Living Lab (Concilio and Molinari, 2015), named OpenDataLab, 
which will operate in two fundamental ways: 

• As a public-private-people partnership, being formed for the first time on the occasion of the hack 
event, or already existing as a precondition for a successful hackathon, the OpenDataLab will pursue 
and achieve the goal of shaping the community of participants in the most harmonious way, including 
all organisational entities, as well as natural persons, holding a vested interest in the realisation of the 
local initiative; 

• As a physical and virtual hub of resources, located at the premises of the organisation in charge of the 
O4C pilot as well as on an online platform currently under development, it will facilitate and support 
the hackathon preparation and follow-up actions, the results of which will feed back to the 
OpenDataLab as part of the local “Commons”.   

Thus, the global aim of O4C is to identify and promote meaningful value chains for the opening up of local 
government datasets, keeping an eye on both economic and societal value creation, and addressing some of the 
known limitations of disclosure policies worldwide. Instrumentally, the organization of challenge driven 
hackathon events - with a pre-hack and a post-hack phase added to each - helps finalize actions and mobilize 
resources to the required extent, particularly involving the organisations in charge of public data disclosure or 
management, as well as service delivery to the benefit of all citizens. 
This paper reports about the early lessons learnt from the pilot run in the City of Milan during the year 2016, 
under the umbrella of the O4C project. After a brief description of the case, done in Section 3, which may give 
the impression to the reader an apparently non-controversial initiative, Section 4 describes some currents and 
eddies that have been observed beneath the surface of the relationships activated for the preparation of the 
hackathon, and which we suspect are recurrent in many initiatives of public data disclosure. In particular, we 
focus on three of them, using the theoretical lens of psycho social and behavioural analysis: the influence of 
political culture on the management of public goods; the aims and motivations of involved stakeholders guided 
by different interests and competencies; and the role of third party advocacy groups (sometimes also called 
“policy entrepreneurs”), driven by enduring visions and principles, in procuring sustainable innovation of Open 
Data policies.  
Our interpretation of the subject of this analysis is that it addresses a similar research problem to the literature 
on barriers to public data disclosure, an overview of which is presented in the following Section 2, together with 
other inspiring sources. The value of our contribution lies in the fact that, as our literature search will document 
below, little attention has been paid so far to the less technical or organisational, and more cultural and psycho 
social, factors that impede or slow down a really inclusive process of data opening, particularly at local 
community level. Section 5 concludes the paper with some fresh ideas and propositions for future work. 
 
2. Related literature  
This section provides a quick overview of four research strands that we consider relevant to frame our study. 
These respectively concern: 

• The barriers to open data in public organisations, 
• Stakeholder analysis and its instantiation within the context of public data disclosure,  
• The relationship between political culture and institutions, and 
• The concept of “policy entrepreneurship”. 

For the sake of brevity, we will consider the above sources in a unitary manner, also because our research lies 
at the intersection of those strands. 



 
 

There is now a wide consensus on the fact that like any other government transformation process, public data 
disclosure is easier said than done. A common conclusion to many authors discussing the various problems and 
especially the barriers associated with it (such as Barry & Bannister, 2014; Conradie and Choenni, 2012 & 2014; 
Janssen et al., 2012; Van Veenstra and Van den Broek, 2013; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012 & 2014) is that a stepwise 
approach to opening up data is recommended, comprising feasibility analysis, actual publication, and the 
maintenance of published datasets.  
The need of a feasibility analysis arises from the evidence that simply disclosing previously inaccessible public 
sector information is irrelevant per se, unless joined by a clear understanding of why this is to be done, both in 
relation to the potential uses of released data, and the limits within which they can materialize. Additionally, 
many of the non-technical, yet often very relevant barriers to publication can emerge right at this stage (e.g. 
concerns for privacy, security threats, licencing issues etc.). 
The publication stage usually, but not inevitably, leads to the creation of an open data portal, which is often, but 
not always, managed by the same entity that disclosed its contents. In fact, alongside the 2700+ examples of 
the OpenDataSoft (2017) census, mentioned in the Introduction, a growing number of portals are active as a 
sort of “aggregators” of multiple datasets from different original sources, trying at the same time to solve the 
issue of heterogeneity (i.e. different formats, metadata, search facilities, classification rules, etc.) and the lack 
of machine readable interfaces (typically by the use of APIs that allow to include the datasets directly into the 
applications built with them). At this stage, some of the non-technical problems and barriers that emerge may 
be related to the fact that unless data release is a priority for the local government body or agency, creating and 
maintaining a portal of this kind is an expensive activity, exceeding the normal routine, and the resulting value 
(or incentive to act) for data owners may not be high enough to justify a deep engagement. Also, what happens 
quite regularly is that the portal managers, not knowing much about the potential uses of published datasets, 
do not share their agendas with the public, but simply keep their own timing and set of priorities in a non-
disputable manner.  
However, the third stage is where most data disclosure projects actually fall behind the expectations raised. In 
many cases, because of resource constraints, the quality of datasets is poor from the beginning (incomplete, in 
non-machine readable form, no longer updated, etc.) and does not improve over time. Therefore, while it can 
be safely stated that a certain dataset has been made public, technically speaking it is not open yet, because the 
use and reuse of data is extremely difficult, if possible at all. This situation may be due, at least in part, to a latent 
tension between the elected officials pushing to have more and more information published at any rate, and 
the appointed managers who are more reluctant, for a variety of reasons, to follow them proactively.  
For instance, a 2009 report to the Australian Government of an Expert Taskforce (Hardy, 2015) mentioned 
among the key barriers to public data disclosure: a preference of the elderly age classes (holding middle to top 
management positions in government) for maintaining secrecy of information; concerns about the lack of 
accuracy of what was being released; and fear that mistakes or misconduct of government employees might be 
exposed. 
In the case of Milan, we witnessed this tension (and the resulting need for a compromise) even more deeply 
rooted in the very same government of the Municipality, with an Alderwoman, in charge of innovation and 
digital transformation, affirming to be satisfied of the huge number of datasets already public on the City’s 
transparency portal, and an Alderman, member of the same Council, in charge of Open Data and Participation, 
who personally endorsed and officially supported the hackathon initiative launched under the O4C project, in 
the context of which a new set of data was made available – on the building permits released to the biggest 
construction sites now active in the centre of the City. On the other hand, the attitude of the City managers we 
involved in the process was unequivocally, and sincerely, aligned to the Alderman’s vision, showing once more 
how difficult it can be to interpret, or predict, the internal dynamics to a big and complex public administration 
body such as the one considered here.  
The difference in those views – both holding some element of truth – on the maturity of Milan government’s 
public data disclosure policy was not due to a limited understanding of the expected gains from Open Data (as 
the Alderwoman was formerly a manager at one of the biggest IT multinational companies in the world), but  
probably to an underestimation of the requirements of the value chain actors this policy is supposed to look at, 
and a corresponding overestimation of the complexities of embarking the Municipality and its staff in other 
incremental improvements of the same policy’s effectiveness towards the local economy and society. 
This attitude is not new. 
In fact, as the practitioners of Stakeholder Analysis in relation to eGovernment in general (e.g. Flak and Rose, 
2005; Harrison et al., 2012) and to public data disclosure in particular (e.g. Martin et al., 2011; Gonzalez-Zapata 
and Heeks, 2015) may have experienced multiple times, a problem of lack of representation in co-determining 
the direction of public policy arises with usually two categories: the local private sector, thus restricting the 



 
 

potential options to derive economic value from Open Data, and the citizens, thus the restricting options to 
achieve societal value from the process implementation. 
Within the O4C project pilots, the creation of a public-private-people partnership akin to an Urban Living Lab 
(Concilio and Molinari, 2015) is preliminary and probably decisive in filling in the “missing middle” (Gonzalez-
Zapata and Heeks, 2015) or bridging the connection between “a reality of data provision and an aspiration of 
developmental results”. 
Taken from this perspective, we see the successful implementation of an Open Data policy, particularly at the 
local level where a stakeholder ecosystem can be more easily identified (and formed if lacking) as an eminently 
cultural issue. Cultural, first and foremost, in a political sense, i.e. having in mind “the sum of the collectively 
held but not formally institutionalized norms and beliefs which steer political actors in their public views and 
actions” (Rauschenbach, 2012). But in light of our previous reference to the tensions inside the government’s 
“black box”, also in a broader sense, i.e. politico-administrative, including “the modal pattern of values, beliefs, 
attitudes, and predispositions that characterize and identify any given administrative system” (Dwivedi, 2005). 
And finally cultural as a diffused perception of the Common Good by involved stakeholders, including business 
and societal actors, enabling to acknowledge the direction of a policy change as both legitimate and required 
(Kohlberg, 1984; Jones et al., 2007). 
What is important to keep in mind as main tenets of the literature on political culture is its conception as the 
outcome of a learning process, taking place both at individual and collective level, and being reinforced by the 
connection with existing or emerging institutions, for instance an enlightened (i.e. open and inclusive) school 
system or the experimentation of participatory decision making trials (Rauschenbach. 2012).  
It is therefore our vision, supported by previous research results (Concilio and Celino, 2012), that by adopting 
an experimental mode in the promotion of meaningful applications of Open Data at City level, engaging all the 
relevant stakeholders in a shared organization of ideas and actions, a more subtle and advanced practice of 
advocacy can be established, which transcends the individual goals and interests of the respective categories 
and is driven by the intent of procuring sustainable innovations in the current policy stance.   
This vision looks pretty similar to the definition of “policy entrepreneurship” introduced a few years ago by the 
American political scientist John Kingdon (1984), and later expanded by Mintrom and Norman (2009) with a 
more direct reference to policy change. According to this definition, an individual or more rarely a stakeholder 
organisation adopt innovative approaches and invest time, energy and reputation in influencing the behaviour 
of politicians and other stakeholders in a desirable new direction. The main difference here from the scholarly 
concept comes from the fact that altruistic motives – related to the promotion of the Common Good – prevail 
over the self-interests of the “classical” policy entrepreneurs. 
 
3. The case of Milan: a focus on transparency in urban transformations 
 
3.1 The pre-hack phase 
The rationale of the O4C pilot was the presence of recurrent conflicts between the Municipality and the citizens 
on various issues related to urban transformation. These were turned into three challenges, being the outcome 
of the repeated interactions between the Politecnico di Milano’s “policy entrepreneurs” and some of the most 
active citizen groups. These were also used to feed the hackathon event (see Fig. 1 for an example): 

• avvisaMI (“I want to be warned!”) – or, how can the timeliness and completeness of the information 
disseminated by the Municipality and the companies in charge to the residents in the areas affected by 
the public works be improved by an appropriate use of open data? 

• cantieri che disastro! (“What a messy construction site!”) – or, how can the citizens living nearby be 
reassured and better informed/documented about the (low level of) impact of the existing construction 
sites on urban environment (air pollution, noise, etc.) as well as on the same people’s lifestyles (cycling 
lanes, green areas, traffic diversions etc.)? 

• parliamo di Milano (“Let’s speak about Milan!”) – or, how can the quality and effectiveness of civic 
participation in decision making on urban transformations be improved thanks to the use of open data 
and the development of new applications? 

Discussing about these challenges with the elected officials and appointed managers of the City led soon to the 
realisation that disclosing public data (e.g. on building permits) to facilitate the emergence of new mobile/web 
apps was only a minimal part of the required innovation in local government practice. In fact, a more general, 
and more strategic, simplification of internal decision making and coordination processes was to be achieved 
(reducing their current level fragmentation) before being able of delivering the required level of transparency 
to the community. This “challenge in the challenges” showed all its relevance also for the administration, who 



 
 

was not able to get a complete vision of the ongoing urban transformations, even from the data in its sole 
possession. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The “cantieri che disastro!” challenge   
 
3.2 The hackathon event 
The O4C coding marathon took place on December 17-18, 2016. The event was organized at the premises of 
Politecnico di Milano and endorsed by the City Alderman for participation and Open Data. Advertising started 
about 15 days earlier on Eventbrite with tickets made available for three different categories of participants: 1) 
creative designers, ICT developers, communication professionals; 2) public officials, and 3) ordinary citizens. Two 
days before the event, registered participants received the three challenges resulting from the pre-hack phase 
and a package containing the new data made available “ad hoc” by the Municipality in addition to what is already 
published on its open data portal.  
The event was attended by more than 70 people divided into 11 teams, mostly belonging to the first category 
of participants; citizens (about 10) and public officials (3 of them) played the role of “on demand advisors” to 
the working teams. Some participants registered with a clear intention to be a team; others had to create or join 
a team before starting to work. Of 11 teams, 2 were set up in this way. During the initial brainstorming, the 
teams were supplied with lists of needs associated to each challenge (see Fig. 2 for an example) identified and 
specified during the pre-hack phase. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Needs associated to the challenge “cantieri che disastro”   
 
A group of 15 open data experts have been working as mentors along the whole event duration to: 

• assist the development teams in addressing whatever need was arising  
• discuss emerging ideas and assess the resulting scenarios 



 
 

• explain the functioning of the tools for data visualisation made available by the O4C project  
• facilitate a profitable use of the location (many classrooms to be rearranged for the plenary sessions, 

to host the team work, for food provision, to enable rest and nightly work) 
At the end of the two days the results were presented in a pitch mode: 6 apps and 5 mock-ups of applications 
were developed (one per team).  
A jury composed of the Milan Alderman, a City manager, two open data practitioners and one representative of 
Politecnico di Milano, selected the best output for each of the two categories.  
 
3.3 The post-hack phase 
As of January 2017, the winning team for the app is working in cooperation with the competent municipal office 
to turn the prototyped solution into one of the online services supplied by the Municipality. In addition to that, 
the Alderman responsible for Open Data asked the O4C team of Politecnico di Milano to lend support in writing 
up the new Plan for Transparency of the Municipality, with special respect to a “roadmap for data governance”, 
which was notably missing at the time. By so doing, the idea of “Open Data as Common Good” is starting to 
become operational.  
 
4. Mapping politically relevant behaviours for data disclosure policy 
 
4.1 The influence of political culture  
The experience of the O4C pilot in Milan allowed us to identify at least two components of the political culture 
affecting the propensity to adopt effective data disclosure policies.  
The first element was related to the organizational structure of the City, being strongly affected by a relevant 
political competition inside the same organization. Large sized municipalities, in fact, are normally “siloed” 
structures; and each silos works under the guidance of an elected official, willing to show her/his own political 
ability and efficiency. This may establish a sort of private interest in the management of the acts, procedures or 
processes depending on them, or which they are politically responsible for.  
In this sense, even the data produced or stored by that silos are considered as a sort of exclusive property, which 
is not shared with other silos, even if that may bring benefit the Municipality as a whole.   
 

Impossible tracing of public decision making 
The O4C pilot in Milan is aimed to support transparency in urban transformations. The latter may have different 
origins (e.g. by a private or public initiative complying with the City’s master plan; driven by the investment plan 
of the Municipality; to tackle an emergency; etc.). Usually transformations start materializing after a decision is 
taken in one of the Municipal offices in charge of the specific procedure relevant to the case. In addition, some 
decisions may need several steps, each managed by a different office. Evidence of each decision may be found in 
one or more datasets of the City and it is quite hard to trace the whole process starting from the data unless you 
already know the underlying story. No clue is given to identify the transition from a procedure to the following one 
within the same decision making process and this implies that data (even if available in open form) does not allow 
to spot any possible link or relation among them.  

 
Box 1. Siloed organizational status is reproduced in data production and management  
 
The second relevant element of the political culture affecting the management of data is related to the role 
played by data in the Municipality procedures. Data is rarely, almost never, considered as a public resource per 
se; it is rather seen as a functional component of bureaucratic procedures and, as such, not considered as a 
relevant output of any process. This reduces the attention to data production and management and does not 
include any scenario of data re-use or utilization in other activities or processes. In a sense, data produced by 
public administration procedures (or considered as such) may not even be looked at as a public good, which 
strongly limits the range of opportunities (in the small story in box 2 the questions posed by the public official 
of the municipality show that data is conceived within a precise aim of single use). 

 
What is data needed for? 
The City of Milan has made data on “permits to occupy public soil” available on the Municipal web portal since 
long. However, the dataset is published incomplete with respect to the data generated by the process: only 4 fields 
are made available out of the 15 composing the full dataset. The cuts are guided by the norms on privacy 
protection, enforced against a “minimum” standard responding to transparency needs. The dataset is adjourned 
every 6th month. When the O4C team started discussing the opportunity to make this dataset available with a 
higher time frequency and including many more information fields than those already published, the manager in 
charge of the permit procedure asked: “what is that dataset needed for?” and in particular, “why do you also need 
to know the exact aim of the occupation?” 



 
 

 
Box 2. Drivers of data disclosure    
 
In both cases, it is clear that failure in considering data as public good (or even better, as Commons) finds its 
origin in the (merely) bureaucratic approach to public service production and supply; one could even say that 
public services themselves are not considered or managed as common goods. 
 
4.2 Aims and motivations of local government stakeholders  
Data production and management are carried out outside a predefined strategy or plan by the Municipality. In 
addition, and as a consequence of this, approaches to data production and management are strictly driven by 
the requirements of the procedure directly producing the data; the eventual needs recognized as relevant for 
additional use of the data; any interest or idea entering public administration and producing requests on data 
use. 
Considering public data as a common good would make data production and management free from any 
limitation related to possible uses. Opening data would be equivalent to the creation of an “opportunity field” 
for any actor to make valuable use of the data. While this is widely recognized in both the scientific and the 
business domain, it is yet no more than a slogan for public administration, and work within the O4C pilot has 
confirmed this.  
Such orientation of data production and disclosure to precise use makes data production and management 
exposed to a large variety of interests and requests that reduce data quality and, even worse, its accessibility. 
Considering our experience with the Milan Municipality, three categories of stakeholder are relevant in these 
“usage oriented” dynamics of data disclosure: 

• Public officials 
• External subcontractors (ICT producers/suppliers)  
• Central government policy makers 

Distinctively, each of these actors affects the data disclosure mechanisms and/or associated behaviours. 
Public officials play two different roles: they can either be directly responsible for a data set or managing a 
procedure whose implementation requires data produced elsewhere within the administration. In the latter 
case, the official influences data production and management depending on the role she/he assigns to data in 
the implementation of the procedure she/he is responsible for. The result also depends on the extent to which 
she/he recognizes public data as common goods so affecting the availability to disclose data. A special figure of 
public official is the internal ICT manager who, sometimes, can develop a sort of private property management 
approach to the data and reduce her/his availability to cooperate in the data disclosure. 
 

The database of the local taxation office 
Driven by a clear intention to increase the effectiveness of tax collection in Milan, the responsible manager has 
created one of the richest and most effective databases of the whole Municipality. The manager was fully aware 
of the importance of her activity and implemented two main strategies: the first was aimed at connecting the 
procedures of tax collection to other bureaucratic procedures handled by different municipal offices; the second 
at increasing the level of interoperability between her own database and those of other public institutions that are 
external to the City, but still working on/for the same procedure. 

 
Box 3. Effective use of data for fiscal good practice in Milan  
 
ICT producers/suppliers can play a key role in the process for several reasons. Often they are responsible for 
some platforms supporting specific procedures: this makes their cultural approach to data production deeply 
affect the process of disclosure, especially when the guidelines supplied by the public administration for the 
creation of such platforms are not clearly oriented to the production of data as common goods.  
In addition to this, their role is shaped by a business interest, as they are obviously willing to stay necessary to 
the public administration: in this respect their propensity is to manage the whole system in a proprietary 
manner. Finally, they rarely (or never, as it was in Milan) have clear obligations to prepare data for being publicly 
accessible. 
 

Ask the platform manager! 
While working on transparency in urban transformations, the O4C team tried to make the rich information 
produced by the Sportello unico dell’edilizia (“Building Authorizations Portal”) fully disclosed in open form. The 
portal does not work with a database, rather it is a document management system and is run by a private company. 
When the responsible managers were asked to disclose the information, they answered they had to ask for the 



 
 

availability of that company to provide the additional work required for the disclosure. The result: a dataset has 
been made available but the operation cannot be repeated frequently! 

 
Box 4. Data extracted from the “Sportello dell’edilizia”  
 
Central or regional government often deploys norms which strongly affect the disclosure of data and constrain 
the opportunity to make data become public good. This influence is not a critical issue per se, as higher level 
institutions often anticipate strategic changes by issuing norms. Rather, norms are produced not considering in 
its wider and richer perspective their potentials as creators of opportunities to achieve more systemic changes 
than those related to the specific aims of the norms themselves. This is also true when important opportunities 
for data disclosure can be envisaged. 
 

Norms on transparency 
Transparency is a challenge for every urban government and is a critical dimension for institutional reputation in 
Italy, where national norms exist establishing procedures for public sector information disclosure. These norms 
define the minimum level of information to be published but do not identify any specific format for publication. 
As a result: 1) several data sets are disclosed in a format that makes data hardly accessible, and 2) additional work 
is required to extract individual data from larger sets whose richness would be an enormous opportunity with 
respect to any open data principle. 

 
Box 5. Missed opportunities by national norms  
  
4.3 The role of third party advocacy groups  
Many stakeholders surround public administration. They interact with it by playing several roles: consultants, 
representatives of interests, professionals, …; they act in many different manners and often request to use public 
data and information in accordance with their own plans. This creates a sort of contingent approach to data 
disclosure which can distort the way data is made open and accessible. Most critical is the situation when the 
third party requires and obtains data sets on the basis of a private agreement, so that data is made accessible 
within an exclusive use: the public good concept is, in this case, completely denied. 
 

Milano che Cambia! (Milan is changing) 
Urban transformations are strongly related to policy decisions that are deeply influenced by the local political 
atmosphere and dynamics. This is one of the main causes for the related procedures to be highly deliberative but 
lightly formalized into structured and ICT supported systems. The Italian Association of Architects since many years 
has been trying to collect (into the ‘Milano che Cambia!’ platform) the data necessary to monitor the urban 
transformations related to the strategic planning of City governments. These attempts have mostly failed when 
the decision-making procedures (as often happened) were not electronically supported. After the Milan 
Municipality has recently committed to adopt a clear and general open data strategy, a representative of the 
Association of Architects is trying to push a transfer of data towards the ‘Milano che Cambia!’ platform, presenting 
it as the right space for data disclosure but showing a complete indifference to the idea that disclosed data may 
raise other new, different, more innovative ways to use the same data – which goes against the open data concept 
itself.  

 
Box 6. External services distorting the data disclosure dynamics  
 
These external actors may act in a less contingent approach. They can be leaders of advocacy groups and able 
to build bridges between the administration and the citizens. They can be situated in the peripheries and work 
in/for the city since a long time. As insiders of the urban ecosystem, they play a stable role in the dialogue with 
the administration, whatever political side it be. They are sort of informal consultants to the City and this gives 
a particular strength to their action as they keep a behavioral coherence quite independently of the political 
atmosphere. These actors work as sensors of the urban fabric and often support the administration in keeping 
the coherence among many shared visions. These dynamics may also influence data disclosure behaviors and 
the O4C team working in the Milan pilot tried to engage some of these actors to help drive the Municipality 
towards a vision on Open Data as Common Good throughout the project duration, also enabled by the very 
recent (contemporary to the project start) creation in the municipality of an Alderman position for Open Data. 
 
5. Conclusions and future work 
Although data is conceived, and often referred to as a new Commons, this interpretation is still far from being 
fully implemented from an operational point of view. One problem is surely related to the inability of most of 



 
 

citizens to use such Commons, which makes existing and available open data far from being considered as such. 
Still this is not the only obstacle to make open data become real Commons in our societies.  
The O4C project allowed us to better articulate some of the psycho social dimensions explaining the resistance 
to data disclosure, specifically by public administration: the influence of political culture on the management of 
public goods; the aims and motivations of involved stakeholders guided by different interests and competencies; 
and the role of third party advocacy groups. 
Project work will continue along the Municipality guidelines on transparency and data governance and act 
towards the final establishment of an OpenDataLab; we see this as a relevant step forward in the creation of a 
really open and inclusive government ecosystem to the benefit of the whole City of Milan. 
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